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DecoratingPaintbrushes

Superflow Paintbrushes
Synthetic bristles made from 100% Technofil® filaments 
guarantee excellent performance with no bristle loss. 
Fitted with a ‘Kaiser’ style lacquered wooden handle for 
user comfort, these brushes offer superb performance with 
all modern water based paints, but can be used with all 
other types of paint.

SIZE Ex VAT Inc VAT

FAIPBC12 13mm 1⁄2in £2.15 £2.58
FAIPBC34 19mm 3⁄4in £2.41 £2.89
FAIPBC1 25mm 1in £3.06 £3.67
FAIPBC112 38mm 11⁄2in £4.36 £5.23
FAIPBC2 50mm 2in £6.42 £7.70
FAIPBC212 62mm 21⁄2in £8.49 £10.19
FAIPBC3 75mm 3in £11.68 £14.02
FAIPBC4 100mm 4in £15.06 £18.07

SIZE Ex VAT Inc VAT

FAIPBSY12 13mm 1⁄2in £2.63 £3.16
FAIPBSY34 19mm 3⁄4in £2.70 £3.24
FAIPBSY1 25mm 1in £3.68 £4.42
FAIPBSY112 38mm 11⁄2in £4.36 £5.23
FAIPBSY2 50mm 2in £5.97 £7.16
FAIPBSY3 75mm 3in £9.96 £11.95
FAIPBSY4 100mm 4in £13.24 £15.89

Contract Paintbrushes
A mix of synthetic and top quality pure natural bristle 
with a long bristle length and a wooden ‘Kaiser’ style 
handle, give these brushes perfect balance and make 
them ideal for use by tradesmen or by the discerning 
home user. These brushes will provide a high quality 
finish with all paints.

■ Exceptional paint pick-up and release
■ Greater control and longer life
■ Allowing greater paint holding
■ Accurate paint application
■ Smooth fine finish reducing brush marks
■ Greater filament security

Technofil® Filaments
There has been a new development in bristle 
filling blends in recent years and Technofil® 
is now used as standard in our superflow 
paint brushes. Making them the premium 
brushes in our decorating range.
The Technofil® formulation in our superflow 
brushes is a 100% modern synthetic blend that 
uses a unique mix that absorbs paint far better 
than most synthetic filaments on the market.

■ Good paint pick-up and release in all paints
■ Accurate paint application
■ Even wear with good lay off
■ Greater filament security
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